
  WANTE Virtual Liaison Meeting 

     Thursday, April 28, 2022  

                     5:00 pm 

In Attendance: 
Name Work Location Liaison/Council/Executive 

Jennifer Derrett Earl Grey Liaison Chair/Member at Large 

Monique Monsignor Argyle  

Luis Tome Isaac Newton CTP Vice President/Liaison 

Ashley Gushulak Isaac Newton Council Member/Liaison 

Amanda Ferbraché Waterford Springs Member at Large/Liaison 

Susie Speiss Inkster  

Marie Rouble Montcalm-IDSS  

Susanna Wiemar Harrow  

Brenda Morgan Gordon Bell  

Wendy Koekkoek WAEC  

Kelly Bowen Norquay Council member 

Barbra Morrison Ralph Brown  

Kaitlin Hourd Lord Selkirk  

Shirley Mark Lord Nelson  

Kirsty Kozie Lord Roberts  

Holley Tweed Machray  

Tricia Wiebe HJM WANTE Secretary 

Deb Bedardson Elmwood  

Rosa Messina Victoria Albert  

Teresa Mariani Building Dept.  

Sheri Pimentel Tyndall Park Liaison/Council 

Rod Fraser St. John’s Liaison 



 
 
 
 

Tamara Bourne DMCI  

Melissa Kendrick Gladstone  

Maria Carreira Sacre Couer  

Jo-Anne Britton William Whyte  

Taylor Nickel Admin #1  

Barb Douglas Garden Grove  

Cynthia Wiebe Sacre Couer  

Bruce Zilkowsky PCERC Member at Large/Liaison 

Brittany Morrison River Elm WANTE Treasurer/Liaison 

Ben Lacroix Kelvin  

Lilja Tonnellier River Elm  

Marisol Gonzalez Tec Voc  

Diane Proutt Victoria Albert Council Member/Liaison 

Angela Welty Pinkham  

Lenore Carriere Grant Park  

 Laurelee Hurd   Kent Road  

Anne Lima Greenway  

Carrie Brown Montrose  

Mille Mercier Mulvey  

Su Seneshen Churchill  

Tim Nhlazane Niji Mahkwa  

Derrick Robinson RB Russell  

Candance Iwasienko Prairie Rose  

Carrie Johnston Cecil Rhodes/Keewatin 
Prairie 

 



 
 

1. Call to order: 5:03 pm 
 
 

2.  Introduction of Council Members 
• It was noted that Jennifer was not aware she should be introducing council members 

at each Liaison meeting. This has yet to be done all year, including at the ratification 
meeting. 

• Introductions:  Carla Paul- President- Absent 
   (it was noted that Carla’s term for President is up for re-  
   election along with Bruce Zilkowsky, PCERC, who has put his  
   name for nomination for the upcoming election. Good luck  
   to both candidates.) 
   Luis Tome- Vice President 
   Tricia Wiebe- Secretary 
   Brittany Morrison- Treasurer 
   Member at Large 1- Katie Torgerson- Absent 
   Member at Large 2- Bruce Zilkowsky 
   (it was noted that Bruce’s term is up for re-election and   
   Ashley Gushulak, has filled the position for next    
   year by acclamation). 
   Member at Large 3- Amanda Ferbrache 
   (it was noted that Amanda’s term is up for re-election and  
   decided not to nominate herself once again. Chris Hayden  
   has filled the position for next year by acclamation.) 
   Member at Large 4- Jennifer Derrett 
   Maria Carreira- Junior High/Senior High Clerk Rep 
   Amanda Burg- Elementary School Clerk Rep- Absent 
   (it was mentioned that Amanda is up for re-election for this  
   position along with Laurie Hurd, Kent Road, who has put her  
   name for nomination for the upcoming election. Good luck  
   to both candidates.) 
   Lea Coston- Non-Site Clerk Rep 
   Kelly Bowen- Educational Asst. A + B Rep 
   (it was noted that Kelly’s term is up for re-election and   
   Noella  Chura, Sacre Coeur, has filled the position for next  
   year by acclamation). 
   Tracey Anderson- Educational Asst. A + B Rep 
   Jo-Anne Britton- Educational Asst. C Rep 
   Sheri Pimentel- Educational Asst. C Rep 
   Diane Proutt- Educational Asst. D Rep 
   Ashley Gushulak- Educational Asst. D Rep 
   (it was noted that Ashley resigned from her position as EA D  
   Rep to step into the vacant Member at Large position and  
   has been filled by Millie Mercier, Mulvey, for next year by  
   acclamation).  



      
 

2a)- Jennifer noted that it was important to address why Luis Tome has become WANTE’s new Vice 
president.  

Irene Costa Polanco, our previous VP, retired from the WSD, and therefore had to resign from her 
position of VP. Luis Tome put his nomination in as he sat on the WANTE Executive for several years, and 
fills the criteria to sit in the role of VP. There was another Executive member who nominated 
themselves, and therefore the WANTE council had voted. Luis was the successful candidate for the 
position. 

Jennifer introduced Luis Tome. 

Luis- introduced himself to the Liaisons adding he decided to run to VP to represent and to serve 
membership as best he can. He is excited to be working with the new council and Executive. 

Questions: 

Millie: asked Luis what changed his mind to return to WANTE? 

Luis’ response: Many members have a lot of questions, there has been some unrest within the 
membership. He felt with his knowledge he could help members. 

3.  CB Committee update 

Bruce Zilkowsky, Chair Collective Bargaining Committee: 

Bruce announced the CB Committee were finalizing the agreement with some edits with wording and a double 
look before they sign and send it back to the Division. Although not signed, it is considered ratified in good faith 
and in effect. He added that retro pay was paid out on April 7th 

Questions: 

Brenda- Brenda noted that some EAs tried to utilize their family sick time and were told by HR that it does not 
apply to WANTE members yet. 

Bruce’s response- Bruce felt that because the Collective Agreement was ratified but not signed, that possibly HR 
was not permitting the family sick time to be used. He stated he would ask Carla why it was being declined. 

Kirsty- Requested a follow up to the answer. 

Bruce’s response- Stated he would ask Eric the reason why members are not receiving this time off. 

4.  Retro Pay 

• Jennifer noted that all members, term or Permanent, should have received their retro pay as of 
April 7th. There were concerns from members whether the pay was correct and many have asked 
Payroll and WANTE for a breakdown of the calculations. Although Dorota, manger of the payroll 
department, stated calling WANTE was a good option, it is not WANTE’s job to assist members 
with payroll calculations or questions. 

• If there are any errors or you have any questions about calculations, please email Dorota at 
payroll. 

 

 



Questions: 

Luis- added that many members are confused how it was calculated and skeptical about the formula. It’s 
too bad that payroll couldn’t offer a breakdown on your paystub. In order for a member to figure it out 
on their own, they need to know how many hours they worked throughout the year and how many 
school days there were. It can be difficult to figure out if you do not work in payroll. 

Jennifer’s response- she attended a clerical meeting the week before at the board office and the 
question was asked to Dorota, manager of payroll, why they couldn’t offer the calculations to clerks to 
assist members at their locations. Dorota responded with only the amount paid out but not how to 
calculate your retro pay. There was no explanation on how the amounts paid out were calculated and 
broken down. We are all struggling to get answers with no assistance. Members would like to know the 
calculation to assure it was down properly. 

Luis- It is no fault of anybody on the CB committee. The employer should have had a formula to tell 
people. This retro pay goes back 5 years and every member’s pay scale would be different. Errors can 
happen. It is not fair to the membership to not be aware of the formula. He also added that rude 
comments from the employer is uncalled for when members are seeking help with this issue. 

Jennifer- She added that Carla composed a letter for HR with regards to Dorota’s behavior and 
comments to members. With regards to calculations, Carla has been in communications with Dorota 
and Jennifer hopes that will continue and members will receive answers to their questions. 

Derrick- added that all that matters is your yearly earnings for your calculations. AS of July 2nd to the end 
of the fiscal year. He wanted to know the formula is. He stated the formula given by WANTE is incorrect. 
It uses a full calendar year. It should end July 2nd, that is according to our Collective Agreement. Dorota’s 
calculations seem to be inaccurate and Carla should go above Dorota because she doesn’t have the 
answers. 

Jennifer- agreed with Derrick’s comments. Dorota’s formula seems to be calculated based on a calendar 
year, not July - July  based on our collective agreement. Members deserve to know their retro pay is 
accurate. 

Jennifer to Bruce- Chat question- How does Cola work and when does it come into effect? 

Bruce’s response- Cola kicks in July 1 2022 at 3.3%. That is when you get that increase on your pay. 

Millie- Commented that payroll must have been overwhelmed with emails. Responses to members 
could be out of frustration. We deserve to receive answers, but maybe they are just working as hard as 
they can right now. 

Jennifer- added that the retro pay was quick and she was quite surprised how soon we received it and 
we are all grateful. 

Kirsty- Asked Bruce that Cola will be in effect July 1 2022 or July 2 2022? 

Bruce’s response- The Division initially stated July 3 in the MOS and the Collective Bargaining committee 
caught that error and it was sent back to the Division. They then asked the question whether it should 
be July 1 or 2. They should hear back soon. 

Kirsty- Asked Bruce a question: She went through her gross earnings from September to June and she 
times the gross earnings with the percentages for the retro pay. She had a difference of $56, but felt 
that there may have been an error of calculations on her part and felt comfortable with the answer. 



However members in her building feel their pay was not accurate and that is concerning if we do not 
know for sure. 

Bruce’s response- it appears that each payroll clerk doesn’t appear to be on the same page for a 
formula. He agreed the pay should be your gross earnings from July to July, not a calendar year.  

Kirsty- mentioned that some members receive a small wage in August, so it can be confusing. T4s are 
calendar year, however if the calculations go by school year, it should be 1% from September to June, if 
it’s calculated as a calendar year that that changes the pay out. 

Bruce’s response- Probably not…from January 1- June 30 2017 that would be part of the 2016-2017 
payout. It should not be paid out as a calendar year. Bruce assured Carla has been in discussions with 
Dorota to make sure the formulas are accurate. 

Leonor- Asked a question regarding Cola. Will it be an hourly increase or a one time payout? 

Bruce’s response- It will be an hourly increase of 3.3% from July 1st onward. 

Derrick- Wanted to reword his question about using the term fiscal year. Beginning of the calendar year 
to the end of June then the payout becomes July to July. It is very confusing. With the language in our 
contract, he thought the word fiscal year was mentioned. At the ratification meeting he asked what 
does fiscal year mean in the MOS and he asked for clarification that night and didn’t receive it. Members 
need to receive a formula from payroll where members can plug in their numbers and receive the 
calculations.  

Laurie- Added that she worked in payroll for years and noted that it can be confusing as, for example, 
clerks begin work in August. She noted that if you take your total income from January 1 to July 1, take 
that number and subtract it from your annual income from your T4, you will have the proper income in 
relation to our contract year. The 2nd half of our contract year, take that amount off your last paycheque 
from June; those two numbers make up your actual contract year. That is what you base your 
calculations on. She did her calculations and it was off $28. She would be happy to assist Carla with 
these calculations. It is important to not confuse your earnings based on fiscal vs our contract year.  

Bruce’s response- Asked Laurie to send that formula to the WANTE office. 

5.  Snow Days update 

• Snow Days- The division paid out all WSD employees for the snow days on April 13 + 14th. 
WANTE and WTA are challenging the Division for any employees who lost time for medical 
appointments that were cancelled and lost their Disc. days. If you know anyone who this applies 
to, please have them call the WANTE office. 

6.  Merger Committee Update 

• In February, Executive was invited with a group of 5 WANTE members, including Luis Tome, to 
attend an info meeting with MGEU with regards to a merge. It was an insightful meeting.  

• Executive decided to then create a Merger Committee due to the demand of interest by 
members for a possible merge with another union.  

• After ratification, Council felt that we needed to follow through with member’s requests for 
change. As a newly created committee, the committee and the 5 WANTE members continued 
talks with such other unions as CUPE and UNIFOR. 

•  Moving forward, we have decided to host a Merger info evening for members. This meeting is 
set to be held at the Tec Voc theatre, May 17th at 5pm. This is an info meeting only. There will be 



delegates from the 4 unions presenting a PowerPoint slideshow and offering answers to any 
member questions. as far as a member vote and a possible merge, I have to meet with the policy 
committee and Executive first.  

• At this time I am asking Liaisons their opinion about this venue and that it holds a 450 people. As 
Liaisons you have access to more members than I do, so I am curious about what you think.   

Jennifer asked Liaisons whether a theatre for 450 would be sufficient. 

Questions: 

Kirsty- Would it be live streamed? If members cannot attend due to other commitments, can they still 
receive the info? They could watch it later; have it accessible.  

Jennifer-She admitted she hadn’t considered that and will definitely consider that or a link that can be 
watched later. 

Branda- asked what time and date. Also asked about the agenda. She noted that the Q & A is crucial and 
enough tome should be given for that. 

Jennifer’s response- Tech Voc theatre, May 17th, 5pm. Each union would speak 20-30 minutes then a 
question and answer period at the end. She admitted it is difficult to gage how many members would 
attend. She noted that 600 members attended the ratification meeting and that she is finding it difficult 
to gage how many would attend this meeting. She also noted that renting a space for $3000 for example 
and then few people attend would not be positive.  

Derrick- Asked whether our constitution allows these unions to hold an informational session for 
WANTE members? Also asked why we didn’t invite UFCW. 

Jennifer’s response- UFCW did not approach WANTE. The 3 unions that will be presenting approached 
the association. Having more unions that we are introducing to members as of now would be too much 
information for members.  Jennifer asked Luis to respond to the constitution question. 

Luis’ response- the constitution covers the process of a general meeting. It doesn’t specifically address 
Executives’ powers to seek out unions. He noted that many members petitioned WANTE to hold a 
general meeting. The constitution allows the Executive to call a general meeting. If there is to be a vote 
of any kind, it should be of 2/3rds of the attendance of members at the meeting. This committee was 
created to facilitate this meeting because they were approached by these unions. WANTE is trying to 
offer members the opportunity to ask questions and address any concerns and to offer the membership 
information. He voiced a concern with having this meeting on school property. He suggested a neutral 
site. As far as the constitution is concerned, as long as the procedure of this general meeting is met, 
then it abides by the constitution. 

Derrick- This meeting with prospective unions, and the fact that CUPE and MGEU were approaching 
members, the AGM should be held before this general meeting to advise the members. 

Bruce- Bruce reiterated that it would be up to the labour board to decide whether the conditions have 
been met to merge with another union. We will present information, but the labour board would make 
the decision on whether we can be taken over by another union. 

Luis – added the proper procedure would be that if a union is raided by another union, the percentage 
that needs to be met in favour is 45% of the membership. The labour board would confirm the 
signatures and then there would be a membership vote. This committee was created however to 
provide information to membership. 



***Point of order was typed into the chat by Rod Fraser. Liaisons asked the meeting to move on. 
Jennifer moved on to the next agenda item. Carrie, then asked last question for agenda item #6. 

Carrie- Asked whether there would be a membership vote if we decided to merge with an outside 
union. 

Jennifer’s response- Absolutely. 

7.  Upcoming AGM meeting 

• May 31 , Victoria Inn beginning at 530pm 
• Motions are to be in by May 1 to Amanda Ferbrache at Waterford Springs. You can email her at 

memberal3@mymts.net that way it is timestamped.  

Questions: 

Rod- Had a question about the 12 month clerks arbitration, but decided not to ask because Carla was 
not in attendance. He requested that an agenda item for the AGM; an explanation of the arbitration and 
a full breakdown of the legal fees and breakdown of hours and what the fees were spent on. He also 
added that he will be sending something to the liaisons and hopes they will post it on their boards. 

8.  WPSH and SHARP line info 

• There has been much discussion at the Liaison meetings as well as amongst members about the 
Sharp line and how some members do not receive a response. It has been brought to the WPSH 
department and HR. Amanda Ferbrache is the WANTE WPSH rep for the division and attended a 
meeting in March and brought up our concerns.  

• Jennifer mentioned attended a clerical meeting this month and it was brought up to Cindy 
Henning once again. 

• Jennifer also asked her to send out new SHARP posters to each location as it was mentioned at 
the clerical meeting as well as a Liaison meeting that the posters are helpful. 

• Cindy and HR have assured us the Sharp line is now working and you are able to leave messages 
once again.  

• The procedure is this: If you are filling out an employee accident form, you must call the Sharp 
Line as well. After your form is signed by the supervisor or Principal, your clerk will forward it to 
the WPSH dept. and the employee should receive a follow up call from one of the officers in HR. 
Your message should be responded to within 24 hours. If not, please alert your clerk and they 
will contact someone in HR.  

• If you are injured where you need time off, those calls into the Sharp line along with the 
employee accident form should be submitted no later than 5 days or the division receives a fine 
from WCB and your claim can be denied.  

Question: 

Derrick- He followed up on the procedure of the Employee Accident forms and the SHARP line. He 
stated that filling in the forms, having your administrator sign off, then the employee calling the SHARP 
line, only leads back to some Administrators not following through on their end to discuss any incidents 
with the employee. He feels that in his experience that there is no follow up on the actual incident and 
that these hazards are not addressed or fixed. 

mailto:memberal3@mymts.net


Jennifer’s response- Once the Employee Accident report is filled out, it is the Administrators 
responsibility to have the conversation with the employee involved and do an investigation. After that 
has been done, they must complete an Investigation report.  

Derrick- He noted that the accidents or incidents stay within house and don’t seem to be addressed and 
feels that only until there is a terrible accident, then HR will step up. 

9. EFAP info from Payroll 

• EFAP stands for Employee and Family Assistance Program. 
• On our employee connect on the main page there is info about the Manulife EFAP.  
• It offers support for all WSD employees and their families for such matters as counselling, online 

tools and resources with informative info on things such as mental health, stress, addiction, 
relationships and lifestyles. 

• They also offer career coaching, family care support, financial and legal advisory. Lots to consider 
so have a look at their flyer. 

10.  Pension and Benefits info 

• All info can be found on the WANTE website.  
• All deductions can be found on your employee connect along with calculations etc.  
• If you have any questions, you can call or email the WANTE office. 
• Jennifer advised that at the clerical meeting this month, Dorota from payroll mentioned that 

employees need to assure that their info on their pensions and beneficiaries are accurate. An 
example was an employee’s SIN card did not match their married name and they had a heck of a 
time obtaining their pension when they retired.  

• Dorota also noted to make sure your beneficiaries are up to date and accurate on your Employee 
Connect as well. 

• It is also beneficial for anyone planning on retiring to check out on the WANTE website under 
Benefits then Pension info for steps on declaring your retirement from the Division.  

11.  ID Badges 

• Do you have an outdated, expired or lost your ID badge. Email Diana Bakator at 
dbakator@wsd1.org. You can upload and send her a recent photo of yourself for the badge. The 
photo must be in front of a white wall from the torso upwards. 

12.  VUBIZ 

• WANTE has renewed its subscription to VUBIZ.  
• Many members have utilized this tool for online training courses such as WHMIS, time 

management, basic finance training, and some kids courses.  
• There are over 100 online sessions you can pick from.  
• You can find it under the Resources tab on the WANTE page . 

13.  COVID in Schools 

• As you know, we are back to code yellow.  
• Masks are no longer mandatory but recommended by the WSD, social distancing is reduced as 

well.  
• The procedure for if you have COVID symptoms are…. (attached to the minutes) Jennifer shared 

a poster from the WSD PR department. 
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14.  Q & A 

From the chat- Why was Luis placed in to the VP position. 

Luis’ response- He noted he wasn’t place. There was an election held within council and Luis was the 
successful candidate Another individual put their name forward as well.  

Jennifer- reworded the question…the liaison asking wanted to know how you can step away from the 
association and then come back as VP. 

Luis- As long as you have sat on Executive council for 2 years that you meet the criteria to come back 
and fill any position on Executive except President. You are required to be a current Executive member 
to run for President.  

Kirsty- questioned why the slate of candidates for the upcoming election was so delayed. It states in our 
constitution that is should be posted on the 2nd Friday of April which should be April 8th. 

Maria’s response- The closing date for nominations was March 16. The committee then meets to find 
members in good standing to fill outstanding positions by acclamation. There were may positions filled 
by acclamation. The reason for the delay was caused by a few situations. The ratification meeting took 
up a lot of Council’s time, then it was spring break, then as chair of the nomination committee, Maria 
got Covid, then council had to vote for a VP…there were many factors for the delay. She apologized and 
it was posted today.  

Kirsty- Asked for a private conversation. 

Maria’s response- offered to connect with her. 

Rod- asked why it took so long to name a VP when Irene retired at the beginning of April. 

Jennifer’s response- Jennifer assured that council had a special meeting to vote.  

Rod- Asked Luis when he was voted in. 

Luis’ response- A couple of weeks ago then a vote by council last week. 2 votes. 

Millie- Asked Luis why he returned to the Executive council considering how angry and unhappy he 
seemed in the past. She was surprised to see him returning as VP. Why a change of heart? She was 
concerned how he bullies members at the meetings she had attended in the past and that she felt that 
many members were afraid to attend the ratification meeting due to intimidation by other members.  

Luis’ response- He has always been there for the members. He felt he wanted to return to address some 
issues. If he has an opinion he addresses it. He is passionate about the membership. 

Derrick- He asked whether there will or won’t be elections for the slate of candidates at the AGM. 

Maria’s response- It will be electronic voting. Ballots will be emailed to all members in May with a 
closing date. The winners will be announced at the AGM. 

Leonor- Asked for another SHARP line poster. 

Rod- Noted to Maria that electronic voting is not in our constitution.  

Kirsty- Noted that she has members in her building do not have email therefore electronic voting is not 
feasible.  

Jennifer’s response- It is noted for Executive and Carla to take in to consideration.  



Jennifer- noted the Liaison dinner will be in June 

Adjourned 6:23pm 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 


